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About This Game

Escape Virus Reboooorn!

This game is the DNA's battle for survival between the Virus in the micro-world.
There is no rest and starting all over again if you got hit.

Keep your eyes on the screen!!
Also,it is compatible with the network ranking.

Let's try to compete with the world users!
Enjoy in five game modes.

【Mode:normal】
Save your allies and to escape from viruses. Keep to avoid viruses even for your allies, if they touched viruses you get separated!

Raise the multiplier depends on the length of DNA chains.

【Mode:radio control[Chaos]】
Almost the same mode as normal,but the operation has changed to radio control. DNA and items are increased, then a dramatic

decrease in viruses !It's totally in chaos.
The point-addition is proportional to your speed. Go forward and forward without stopping!

【Mode:horde】
No allies appear in horde mode.To take out viruses by immune bomb that can use continuation. The multiplier will be up when

you could use the same immune bomb again and again.
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【Mode:zoom128】
Rescue 128 DNA allies in the larger screen version. Trying to break the shortest period of time! The screen is fixed. Be careful

about the viruses bustle around.

【Mode:shooter】
This is 360-degree shooter mode with shootable DNA mutation.

Viruses also became enormous!

Twitter @peakvox / @peakvox_en
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Title: peakvox Escape Virus HD
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
peakvox, O-TWO inc.
Publisher:
peakvox
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2016
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English,Japanese
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Couldn't even push past the first hour. Very clunky controls, choppy animations and a rather poor combat. Not a big fan, at all..
Short, addictive and stylish. Choplifter a la Minecraft. Excellent arcade action and a good challenge. Not too difficult and some
strategy is required for later levels. Well worth the money.

After getting all the achievements I do have to point out that the last level is impossible with a controller. You need the mouse.

To get the game to recognise the mouse you have to unplug your controller.

The Devs do need to fix this.. A rather interesting and funny little visual novel, this one centers around an American exchange
student studying in Japan for a year. The first students he meets are Chiyoko and Arisa, two girls who befriend him and proceed
to show and tell him about many facets of Japan and Japanese culture. In the end, you can choose to start down the path of
becoming a bit more than just a friend with one of the two (there is no love confession, just... an awareness that the protagonist
feels something for them).

All in all, a good buy. Though it also can be a bit time-consuming considering how the scene partissons work.. The Poison Wind
Globadier was done right.

+ It adds a unit to the game that feels different (support unit that denies areas)
+ Usable for the chaos fractions which adds to the mixed feeling of the fraction.
+ new, unique skills

- price is a bit high for 1 Unit

Recommended.

. Not a bad game.
+ A good story. There are moral dilemmas, there is something to think about.
+ Very useful craft
+ Good visual art

+ - Despite the good general direction of the story - there are many obscurities. On the one hand, it plays on the atmosphere of
mystery. On the other you want more. You expect that further interesting moments will reveal themselves more fully - but this
does not happen.
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- Tiring, prolonged and most importantly - non-rewarding battles. It is better to avoid them at all costs. It would be much more
interesting if it gave a something. The better you are equipped - the more you do not need fights.
- Lack of rewarding exploration. Seen the pretty high-tech gear on those guys? Forget about it, you will not find it anywhere.
And the game is very lacking exploration of nooks. It would be very fun to find an ancient laboratory or warehouse, and after a
difficult battle get a good and unique reward or interesting answers to the obscurities of story.
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Walls are only suggestions.... Might be a good game, but when I run it full screen, much of the screen of unavailable and
therefore the game is unplayable. Of course, the options don't allow you to select your resolution. I run 1920 x 1080, a very
common resolution, and for me this is a game breaker.

Yes you can run it windowed, and it works, but the window is too small and I could not get it to resize.

Refund pending.. How to play this game:
1. Install game
2. Uninstall this game

Now you are best player in this game

PLEASE REMOVE THIS "GAME" FROM STEAM BECAUSE IT MAKE SHAME TO STEAM. Not that bad but not good
either.

The game is very short and to reveal the main story it needs you to memorize the choices you made or otherwise, you can't go on
with it. Considering you want to see all routes, you only need to spend 2 hours at most and it is all revealed with all the
achievements and every possible ending.

I enjoyed my 2 hours with the game but I'm not really sure about recommendation. If you are a fan of text adventure games, you
should try but otherwise, I'm pretty sure there are better games out there for you.. If you liked the Red Puffle from Club
Penguin where you melted the ice tiles, you\'re going to like this. If you\'re like me and half your childhood was spent as a slave
to Club Penguin, you will be rocking this game in no time.

In all seriousness, it\'s a really fun game, really well developed so far, and I can\'t wait to play more levels. As the levels went on,
they got more challenging (something that I am thankful for).

My only complaint thus far is that the sounds are unbalanced, so make sure you prepare your ears for loud explosions and
quieter music.. Idol Hands
Win10 64bit

Will not run more than a few frames per second. Community is dead.. This is one of the most horrible games I have ever played.

Its not even worthy of beeing called a game.. job simulator with better graphics but worse physics
dont really get how i complete the game
fun demo, but seems pretty alpha...
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